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A chance meeting with Jenny at an Oxford party leaves seventeen-year-old Chris with hope for a
summer romance - and no premonition of trouble. Busy with his job and soon in love with Jenny,
whose cheerful surface belies the dark uncertainty of her past, Chris misses all the signs of
danger. Before he knows it, he's caught in the sinister web of a criminal whose desire for
revenge crushes all those who stand in his way.

About the AuthorPhilip Pullman was born in Norwich, England, in 1946. He has won many
awards, including the Carnegie Medal and the Whitbread Book of the Year Award. His acclaimed
trilogy, His Dark Materials, has been published in thirty-nine languages. . The Amber Spyglass,
the trilogy’s astonishing finale, was the first children’s book in history to win the Whitbread Book
of the Year Award. It was also nominated for the Booker Prize. When he is not writing books,
Pullman enjoys drawing, woodworking, and playing the piano. He lives with his family in Oxford,
England.
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Roger Reynolds, “Young Adult IS appropriate. Enough with Romeo and Juliet, enough with 'near-
pornography'! The fact that this is a tragedy reminiscent of Shakespeare is used as a contrast of
R&J, not a retelling.Its flaws are of logical plot turns and character, not a misplacement in the
young adult genre. It IS a young adult novel, written about a boy and girl more realistic, perhaps,
than parents would like their children to read about, but it is far from pornographic (look in your
school libraries for Tropic of Cancer and Ulysses if you want something to get angry about).
Much is said here about Chapter 6, but what of Chapter 13? Is sex so much worse than an
innocent's death? Young people read more graphic things in Cosmo and the Bible.This novel is
about powerlessness and self-doubt in the face of Fate, and in that it succeeds better than most.”

Biblibio, “An odd, unsettling, but hard-to-put-down book. "The White Mercedes" was a tricky
read. I found certain parts wholly realistic and understandable, raised my eyebrows in surprise at
others, enjoyed some, and shivered with fear at the end.Why? Because this is an unpredictable
book. Not in terms of plot (though this mystery will keep you guessing until the last pages), but in
terms of atmosphere and mood. "The White Mercedes" has so many parts. It has a tale of
growing up, a frightening glimpse at the world of gangsters, and at the core, a semi-typical, semi-
obsessive love affair between two teens.The love story is suited for older teens, as many will be
able to relate. One slightly graphic scene will discourage younger teens (who will perhaps be
less capable of understanding and appreciating many aspects of the book), but older ones will
find it pretty much accurate to seventeen year olds."His Dark Material" fans be warned: "The
White Mercedes" is nothing like Pullman's spectacular trilogy. The settings are completely
different, as are the characters and the plot. A very different sort of novel.On the whole, the story
is intriguing, though not amazing. It has some odd holes, but is still a quick, intense read. This is
a mystery, a love story, a tragedy, and a thriller all at once. Short, but powerful, it's a good book
for a rainy afternoon.Not the best book ever written, but an interesting read nonetheless.”

Ford Ka, “Another Pullman in Another Oxford but Worth Reading Still. Fans of Pullman's trilogy
should receive a fair warning before moving any further. This is not Lyra's Oxford, this is our
Oxford so expect thugs, sex, crime but also love, trust and friendship.Pullman retells the story of
Romeo and Juliet with extreme adroitness. He manages to keep the lyrical beauty and truth of
the play and avoids desperate attempts of retaining any elements that would seem dated and
out of place in a modern novel.This is a novel for younger adults but if you feel that your 13+ year
olds have never heard about sex, you may need to read it first yourself. The danger is you may
get hooked on Pullman seriously.”

Gnostradamus .com, “The truth about people is we never find out. This book is spell-binding. I
picked it up and finished before bedtime, but now I have trouble sleeping. It teaches young
people and adults alike about the real world. I kept hoping for a Hollywood ending, kepting



thinking the remaining pages were too few to wrap up those mini-plots. The real thing could not
have been any better; more importantly, it could not have been more "true".”

General Relativity, “Choices in life: Large, small, and even the ones we didn't know we and
others make. This book ends the same way it begins, and the reader is left with...utter poignancy.
Don't read the reviews, or you'll come across spoilers. Read the book!”

Secret Psycho, “Fast, captivating read. I read this book in a few short hours (which is not
surprising because it's only 170 pages). I could not put it down. Pullman's imagery is vivid and
poetic. The story is beautifully written, and the plot is intense and perfect. I loved this book.”

Ebook Library-Kunde, “Schöner kleiner Thriller für zwischendurch. Mir war nicht bewusst, dass
Philip Pullman auch Thriller geschrieben hat. Dieser hier ist eine schöne kleine Geschichte für
zwischendurch.”

The book by Philip Pullman has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 24 people have provided feedback.
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